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FAILING/TRYING
DIGITAL

A collection of renditions of the words “FAILING” 
and “TRYING” as an exploration of form on a digi
tal medium and an exercise on creativity. A new 
version of each is uploaded periodically to my 
Instagram account @stevencatalino

Personal project.



FAILING/TRYING (DIGITAL - 3D)

http://stevencatalino.com/works/failing_trying.html


FAILING/TRYING (DIGITAL - MOTION GRAPHICS)

http://stevencatalino.com/works/failing_trying.html


SANTO DOMINGO TIMES - ISSUE 103
EDITORIAL DESIGN

Santo Domingo Times is a lifestyle magazine 
which covers relevant social events, personali
ties, restaurants, and variety topics. For their 
103rd issue, the cover piece was about a group 
of important women on leadership positions, 
showing an inside look at their work and per
sonal lives. 

As the editorial designer, I designed the maga
zine and contributed to the art direction of the 
photography production. 



SANTO DOMINGO TIMES - ISSUE 104
EDITORIAL DESIGN

Santo Domingo Times is a lifestyle magazine 
which covers relevant social events, personalities, 
restaurants, and variety topics. For their 104th 
issue, the cover piece was about a the renown 
Spanish painter Domingo Zapata and his work.  

As the editorial designer, I designed the magazine 
and contributed to the art direction of the pho
tography production.



COLLEGE
C A I N E

 of theARTS

ANNUAL HALLOWEEN ART  
AUCTION POSTER
PRINT

Each year, Utah State University’s Caine College 
of the Arts organizes an art auction in the spirit 
of Halloween. Students, professors, alumni and 
staff gather up their art goodies and carry out 
the auction. There’s a costume contest, festive 
snacks and drinks. It’s a fun show.

For the 2014 Annual Halloween Art Auction, I 
volunteered to design the poster which would 
promote the event on campus and around the 
city of Logan, UT.

This piece was produced in collaboration with 
illustrator Kaylie Asbill.



ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE ART 
EXHIBITION POSTER
PRINT

Each year, Utah State University’s Caine College 
of the Arts organizes an art exhibition displaying 
works of undergraduate students. Professional 
artists and curators pick the best artworks from 
a poll of submissions. There’s cash prizes and 
awards for the very best. The selected artworks 
are displayed at one of the University’s galleries.

As a member of the USU Art Guild, I designed 
the poster for the 2014 auction.



INTEC | INTERNATIONAL  
LANGUAGE CENTER
DIGITAL

The International Language Center is a language 
school part of the Instituto Tecnológico de Santo 
Domingo (INTEC). As an effort to get more 
students enrolled in the classes they offer, we 
created a recurrent campaign promoting them 
to the community. One of the benefits for the 
university’s students is the location of the cen
ter. It’s placed right in the university’s campus 
and offers flexible class schedules.

As the inhouse graphic designer for INTEC, I 
was responsible for creating the campaign to 
promote the center’s classes.



UNZINE 
DIGITAL / PRINTED ZINE

Unzine is a collaborative project with designer 
Vanessa Vallejo. It combines pieces inspired on 
observations from our everyday lives; either 
looking into our physical surroundings or an 
introspection of our own thoughts. The result is 
an honest portrayal of our environment and our
selves, presented in seemingly random pieces, 
each with their own private backstory.

We’ve printed zines composed of groupings of 
these pieces, while even more pieces remain in 
digital form.

This project remains ongoing since November 
2018. On August 2019, it got featured on Kult
watch, a Swedish art and intersectional cultural 
online platform.

https://www.stevencatalino.com/works/unzine.html


UNZINE (DIGITAL / PRINTED ZINE)

https://www.stevencatalino.com/works/unzine.html


INTEC | COMMENCEMENT 62
EVENT DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
GRAPHICS / DIGITAL - PRINT

For the Instituto Tecnológico de Santo Domingo 
(INTEC), their commencement ceremonies 
are their most important events of the year. It 
celebrates the students’ achievements and cul
minates their path through their study program. 
Celebrating during the COVID19 pandemic 
presented a challenge, since the traditional cere
monies couldn’t be carried out normally.

As the inhouse graphic designer for INTEC, I 
was responsible for designing communications 
materials and environmental graphics for the 
ceremony. We created a format that allowed 
students to retrieve their diplomas through an 
experiential visit on campus. 



INTEC | COMMENCEMENT 62 (EVENT DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS / DIGITAL - PRINT)



CAMPSAVER.COM WEB GRAPHICS
DIGITAL

Campsaver is an online outdoor equipment retail 
store. In order to promote sales events, brands 
or products, their website is constantly changing 
banners and graphics. These were also promoted 
through their email subscribers list.

As the inhouse design team lead, I was in charge 
of designing the campaigns as well as building the 
emails using HTML/CSS and managing the email 
marketing platform Listrak.



CAMPSAVER.COM EMAIL CAMPAIGNS  (DIGITAL - EMAIL DESIGN)

http://stevencatalino.com/works/campsaver.html


IDENTITY MARKS
LOGO DESIGN

Several identity marks designed as assignments 
while on the Utah State University Graphic 
Design program. 

Island Bakery is an upscale bake goods store 
located in an American sailing town. 

Plent Power Juice is a healthy alternative to 
energy drinks based on natural ingredients.



LOOPY ILLUSTRATIONS
DIGITAL - MOTION GRAPHICS

Short, animated loops. Exercise on motion  
and illustration.

https://www.stevencatalino.com/works/loopy_illustrations.html


LOOPY ILLUSTRATIONS  (DIGITAL - MOTION GRAPHICS)

https://www.stevencatalino.com/works/loopy_illustrations.html
http://stevencatalino.com/works/campsaver.html


SANTO TIPO 2018
DIGITAL

Santo Tipo is weeklong celebration of typo
graphy, organized by the Santo Domingo 
Centro Cultural de España. During this week, 
a series of workshops, talks, expert panels, art 
exhibitions, and more, take place. In 2018, for 
its second edition, they called in for designer 
to make a typographybased artwork with 
the words Santo Tipo as a way to support and 
spread the word about the event. Two winners 
were chosen, securing their seat on selected 
workshops. This piece was selected as one of 
the two winning artworks.
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